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stays in your community

• Local businesses create paying jobs

for our citizens
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carbon footprint
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helps create a healthy and vibrant 

high street or town
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And Time Stood Still
Alice Taylor
9781847173324 €16.99

Alice has known, loved,
and lost many people
throughout her life.
Here she tells how she
coped with the emptiness
she felt when they died.

Birds Through Irish Eyes
Anthony McGeehan
9781848891623 €39.99

Watching birds is a growing
pastime for many people.
Lavishly illustrated and
engrossingly narrated, this
book is the birds’ moment
and, for some, perhaps
salvation.

Book of Kells
Bernard Meehan
9780500238943 €78.00

In this slip-cased edition,
the glories of the Book of
Kells are represented for
today’s readers, including
59 full-size reproductions
of complete pages of the
manuscript.

Calm the Soul
Poor Clares
9781444743760 €17.99

The Poor Clares is an
enclosed order based in
Nuns’ Island Galway. In this
book of meditations and
prayers they draw on simple
prayer ideas to nourish the
soul.

Celebrating What Truly...
Irish Hospice Foundation
9780957078413 €9.99

Second volume of the Powers
Irish Whiskey Short Story
Collection. Edited by Roisin
Ingle with a foreword by Maeve
Binchy. Proceeds in aid of
theIrish Hospice Foundation.

Children of Castletown...
Sarah Connolly-Carew
9781845887506 €25.00

Castletown House, Kildare,
was Ireland’s largest private
residence. Now owned by
the State, it operates as a
tourist attraction, but in
this book you will hear what
really happened in this
stunning mansion.

Civic Guard Mutiny
Brian McCarthy
9781781170458 €14.99

In 1922 Michael Collins and
the provisional government
faced the first major threat
to the security of the new
state in the process of
replacing the RIC in the wake
of the War of Independence.

Crocodile by the Door
Selina Guinness
9781844881574 €19.99

A crash course in farming,
human tragedy, and the
challenge of dragging a
quasi-feudal estate at the
edge of Dublin into the
twenty-first century.

Curse of Reason
Enda Delaney
9780717154159 €19.99

Tells of the last great famine
in Western European history.
Uses both first hand accounts
and writings by contemporary
historians to give a complete
picture of the tragedy.

Dark Times, Decent Men
Neil Richardson
9781847172976 €19.99

In this poignant yet detailed
book, award winning author
Neil Richardson documents
veterans’ stories with
personal interviews, military
records, diaries and letters.

Exploring English 3
Augustine Martin
9780717154517 €14.99

First published in 1967, this
poetry anthology appears
again in an exact facsimile
of the original edition. With
entries from Wordsworth,
Scott, Frost, Eliot, Kinsella,
Yeats, Stephens and Clark.

GAA v Douglas Hyde
Cormac Moore
9781848891524 €14.99

On 13 November 1938,
President Douglas Hyde
attended a soccer match
between Ireland and
Poland. The GAA reacted by
removing him as patron for
breaking Rule 27.

Graves Are Walking
John Kelly
9780571284412 €14.99

The first new authoritative
account of the Irish Famine
for the general reader for
over a generation, retold
in a brilliant and 
compassionate way.

All prices in our Christmas selection are correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change. 

His Grace is Displeased
Clara Cullen
9781908928092 €19.95

John Charles McQuaid was a
voluminous correspondent.
Through astute selection
this book gives a flavour of
the range of his activities
in educational, health,
ecclesiastical, political and
international affairs.

Illustrated Weather Eye
Brendan McWilliams
9780717153640 €19.99

Brendan McWilliams column,
Weather Eye, published daily
for almost two decades in
the Irish Times. This
selection is complemeted by
artwork and photographs.
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Irish Country Houses
David Hicks
9781848891616 €39.99

David Hicks was granted
unprecedented access to
houses and castles, and
chronicles the social,
political and architectural
history of Ireland’s country
houses.

Lady Mary’s Notebook...
Sally Clements
9781908023476 €25.00

Fascinating glimpse into life
in a Georgian home, as well
as some wonderful original
recipes that have stood the
test of time and remain a
delight to prepare and use
or savour today.

Luggala Days
Robert O’Byrne
9781907563577 €40.00

Called ‘the most decorative
honey-pot in Ireland’,
Luggala is an exquisite
eighteenth-century house
with a glittering history of
inspiring musicians, artists
and writers with its
irresistible surroundings.

Ma, I’ve Reached for...
Martha Long
9781780575742 €15.99

Sixth volume of memoirs by
the bestselling author of
Ma, He Sold Me for a Few
Cigarettes. Can Martha
finally find love and the
peace she needs to live her
life?

Moore Street
Barry Kennerk
9781856359962 €19.99

A fully illustrated behind the
scenes look at Dublin's iconic
market district, including
its buildings, people and
industry.
Foreword by RTÉ's  Joe Duffy.

More Stuff Irish People Love
Murphy & O’Dea
9781847173553 €9.99

Yet more essential insights into
all that the Irish hold dear,
from innocent traditions and
mildly eccentric peculiarities
to stuff that’s just downright
daft!

Small Lives
Aoife O’Connor
9780717154623 €29.99

Drawn from various
collections of the National
Library of Ireland, Small
Lives offers an eclectic
survey of Irish childhood
as captured by the camera.

Murder at Ireland’s Eye
Michael Sheridan
9781842235287 €12.99

Sheridan continues his series
of Irish historical true crime,
bringing some of the most
heinous crimes in Irish history
to the publics attention once
again. From the author of
Murder at Shandy Hall.

Murder, Mutiny and Mayhem
Joe O’Shea
9781847172990 €12.99

The Blackest-Hearted Villains
from Irish History.
This book is about the Irish
slavers, grave-robbers,
duellists, conmen, drug-lords
and killers who wreaked
havoc around the world.

Poet, Madman, Scoundrel
David Slattery
9781871305708 €15.00

189 Unusual Irish Lives.
Fresh and witty take on Irish
history, taking in famous,
infamous and not-so-famous
(but very interesting)
characters in Irish history.

Polish Irishman
Patrick Quigley
9781908308238 €19.95

Casimir Markievicz was a
Polish count who fell in love
with Ireland’s Joan of Arc.
An accomplished painter,
playwright, director, actor
and bon vivant, this is the
Count's unforgettable and
enthralling story.

Suddenly, While Abroad
David Blake Knox
9781848402003 €16.99

Story of 32 Irish merchant
seamen captured and
enslaved by Nazis during
World War II. Fascinating
and tragic story of hardship
and struggle that has for
too long remained hidden.

Two Pints
Roddy Doyle
9780224097819 €7.99

Inspired by a year’s worth of
news, Two Pints distils the
essence of Roddy Doyle’s
comic genius. This book shares
the concision of a collection
of poems, and the timing of a
virtuoso comedian.

Viper - Life & Crimes
Mick McCaffrey
9781908023582 €12.99

The extraordinary story of
Ireland’s most recognisable
and notorious criminal,
Martin Foley. From the
bestselling author of Cocaine
Wars and Irish Scissor Sisters.

Where God Hides
Liam Lawton
9781444743142 €15.99

Explores the path to
understanding God’s
presence and poses the
question of how we find
spiritual consolation in
challenging times.
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Ambiguous Republic
Diarmaid Ferriter
9781846684685 €35.00

Diarmaid Ferriter turns his
attention to the key years of
the 1970s, when after half a
century of independence,
questions were being asked
about the old ways of doing
things.

Bad Pharma
Ben Goldacre
9780007350742 €15.99

How Drug Companies Mislead
Doctors and Harm Patients.
Goldacre puts the global
pharmaceutical industry
under the microscope.
From the bestselling author
of Bad Science.

Big Lie
Gene Kerrigan
9781848271500 €11.99

Gene Kerrigan delves deep
into the muddy waters of
the property boom and
crash, the chaos in the
banks, the euro crisis and
the intervention by the
Troika.

Good Room
David McWilliams
9781844882762 €16.99

How Ireland ended up in a
debtors' prison – and how
we can break free.
Ireland's leading popular
economist paints a portrait
of austerity in Ireland - and
offers an alternative path.

Inspector Minihan Makes...
Bridget O’Donnell
9781447208983 €14.99

Compelling story of Irish
inspector Jeremiah Minahan,
who turned private detective,
setting out to expose the
peers and politicians more
interested in shielding their
own positions than London’s
child prostitutes.

Is It Just Me?
Miranda Hart
9781444734157 €17.99

Miranda Hart laments on
the horrors of growing up
and offers her younger
self some essential advice
on grappling with life’s
unexpected perils and
blunders.

Moranthology
Caitlin Moran
9780091949037 €15.99

Proof that Caitlin can
actually be ‘quite chatty’
about many things. Follow
up to the bestselling How
to Be a Woman.

Mortality
Christopher Hitchens
9781848879218 €12.99

The world’s greatest
contrarian confronts his
own death, as he battles
cancer,in this brave and
unforgettable book. From
the author of Hitch-22 and
Arguably.

Possessed of a Past
Raymond Bell
9781447214724 €16.99

Possessed of a Past is a
treasure trove, a fine
retrospective and a
comprehensive guide to
the work of Ireland’s
greatest living writer, John
Banville.

Quo Vadis?
Mary McAleese
9781856077866 €19.99

Written by a highly respected
public figure who served as
Irelands President for 14
years, Quo Vadis? is a timely
contribution to the ongoing
debate within the global
church on where we are
going, or Quo Vadis?

Untouchables
Shane Ross & Nick Webb
9781844882779 €16.99

The people who helped
wreck Ireland - and are still
running the show. An exposé
of the Official Ireland that
continues to hold the
country back. From the
authors of Wasters.

Up the Republic
Edited by Fintan O’Toole
9780571289004 €14.99

From the number one
bestselling author of Ship
of Fools and Enough is
Enough, a collection of
pieces from prominent
thinkers addressing the
financial crisis in Ireland.

We Have a Good Time...
Maeve Higgins
9781444743401 €15.99

Maeve directs her laser sharp
and idiosyncratic humour
onto being a regular human
girl in today’s world. This
book is unflinchingly honest,
wry and laugh out loud 
funny.

Murray Christmas
Various Artists
9781848402072     €9.99

A unique collection of
original songs and seasonal
classics, as well as
inspirational readings from
some truly inspired
individuals. Proceeds going
to AWARE.

Winter Journal
Paul Auster
9780571283217 €14.99

Winter Journal is Paul
Auster's unforgettable
account of the abandonment
of his family by his father,
told from the point
of view of his mother.

All prices in our Christmas selection are correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change. 
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All in My Head
Lar Corbett
9781848271463 €19.99

One of the most electrifying
players the game of hurling
has ever seen, a three-time
All Star and winner of
‘Player of the Year’ in 2010.
This is Corbett’s revealing
and controversial story.

Bull
John Hayes
9781471100925 €21.99

The story of a giant of a
man, and a rugby legend
who is of the people. The
Bull tells his story of graft
and glory for Ireland and
Munster.

Champions League Dreams
Rafa Benitez
9780755364282 €15.99

Stimulating and deeply
insightful football narrative
which focuses on the
legendary manager’s dramatic
six Champions League
campaigns with Liverpool.

Cliffs of Insanity
Keith Duggan
9781848271302 €17.99

A fascinating insight into
the people and the places
at the centre of the surfing
scene which has developed
in recent years along
Ireland's west coast.

Dave Gallagher
Matt Elliott
9781869509682 €14.99

An Irish immigrant, Gallaher
captained the 1905 All Black
team – the first New Zealand
national rugby team to tour
the United Kingdom and
North America. Only one
game controversially lost out
of 35 played.

El Clásico
Richard Fitzpatrick
9781408158791 €15.99

An investigation of the
intrigue, politics and culture
behind El Clásico - the
hardfought,long-running
contest between two of the
most powerful and popular
clubs in world football-
Barcelona and Real Madrid.

Great and the Good
John Giles
9781444743623 €28.00

Ireland’s leading football
pundit and legend of the
game looks back on more
than fifty years of football.
He poses the age-old
question of what makes a
player good and what makes
one great?

My Journey
Jim Stynes
9781844883028 €16.99

In 2009, AFL legend and
former Dublin footballer, Jim
Stynes was diagnosed with
cancer and given less than a
year to live. He died in March
2012. This is his legacy. A
moving, inspiring story of a
life lived fearlessly.

My Liverpool Story
Steven Gerrard
9780755363940 €23.99

Stunning illustrated celebration
of Steven’s Liverpool career,
complete with more then 250
colour photographs and
intriguing commentary from
the man who is a hero to
Liverpool fans worldwide.

Outsider
Geordan Murphy
9781844882793 €21.99

One of the most popular
members of Ireland's Golden
Generation of rugby players,
and arguably the most
naturally gifted. This is the
frank and vivid telling of his
unusual career..

Roars from the Back...
Stewart Kinney
9781845967833 €17.99

Absorbing, amusing and at
times moving collection of
tales that give a rare insight
into the camaraderie that
exists between players at the
top of their game.

There is an ‘F’ in Hurling
Aidan Lenehan
9780957207219 €14.99

Tells the story of how a
Galway man came to north
Dublin and got a football area
interested in the game of
hurling starting at the lowest
level - the F grade - and how
they have transformed.

Wayne Rooney: My Decade
Wayne Rooney
9780007476527 €16.99

First hand account of Wayne
Rooney’s 10 years playing at
the highest level in English
football and for the
biggest club in the world.

Winners All
Anne Holland
9781847173126 €19.99

Tells the stories not just of
the horses, but also of their
bloodlines, of the people
behind their breeding and
training and of the jockeys
who rode them to their
successes.

S
P
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Open Book: My Autobiography
Darren Clarke
9781444757989 €23.99

Open Champion Clarke tells
the gripping and moving story
of his life with passion. He
includes entertaining stories of
life on tour as he speaks
candidly and with his
trademark warmth and
humour.

All prices in our Christmas selection are correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change. 
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Boy at the Gate
Danny Ellis
9781848271289 €17.99

Written with warmth and
humour, a searingly honest,
often harrowing account of
a young boy's struggle to
survive orphanage life, and
an inspiring testament to
the healing power of music
and love.

Camp David
David Walliams
9780718158620 €16.99

Often described as 'a bundle
of contradictions', David has
disarmed people by being
camp and a ladykiller, a
hedonist and a sportsman,
aloof and warm. This is his
story told in his unique
voice.

Country Girl
Edna O’Brien
9780571269433 €22.99

An astonishingly honest
and compelling memoir
from one of the greatest
names in twentieth century
literature. In Country Girl
you come face to face with
a literary life of high
drama and contemplation.

Everybody Matters
Mary Robinson
9781444723311 €23.99

Mary has spent her life in
pursuit of a fairer world.
Here she reveals what lies
behind the vision, strength
and determination that has
helped her to achieve so
much for human rights
around the globe.

Joseph Anton
Salman Rushdie
9780224093989 €17.99

A compelling and frank
account of one of the
most extraordinary stories
in recent literary history -
Salman Rushdie and the
fatwa.

Just Mary
Mary O’Rourke
9780717154098 €19.99

From one of the most
successful and influential
women in Irish publlic life
comes a memoir that is
frank, newsworthy and fun
and like the woman herself,
warm and open.

Kick Against the Pricks
David Norris
9781848271340 €23.99

David Norris is one of
Ireland’s most popular,
colourful and charismatic
public figures. Not a man to
shy away from controversy,
this is his honest, revealing
autobiography.

Memory Man
Jimmy Magee
9780717153527 €16.99

From the longest serving
sports broadcaster in the
English speaking world
comes a frank, open and
honest book full of
anecdotes, humour and
poignancy.

My Animals & Other Family
Claire Balding
9780670922901 €14.99

'I had spent most of my
childhood thinking I was a
dog, and suspect I had
aged in dog years. Horses
and dogs were my family
and my friends. This is their
story as much as it is mine'.

Rod - The Autobiography
Rod Stewart
9781780890531 €17.99

Long-awaited autobiography
of one of Rock's true
megastars. From his humble
British roots to his hellraising
years and decades touring
the world as a solo
performer.

Rory Gallagher
Marcus Connaughton
9781848891531 €19.99

Compelling testament to
the musical life of a shy and
retiring working-class hero,
distinguished by his
astounding dexterity on
acoustic and electric guitar.

Small Steps
Paul McNeive
9780955029899 €14.99

The remarkable story of how
Paul turned a tragic accident,
where he lost his legs as a
20-year-old, into a life of
positive achievements - from
spearheading €50m business
deals to flying helicopters to
being ‘Bono’.

Still Standing
Paul O’Grady
9780593069400 €17.99

Paul O'Grady shot to fame
via his finest comic creation,
the blonde bombsite Lily
Savage.This is the third
installment of his rollicking
adventures.

Total Recall
Arnold Schwarzenegger
9781849839723 €16.99

Schwarzenegger's Total
Recall is a larger-than-life
portrait of his illustriou and
controversial and
entertaining life in and
out of the public eye.

Waging Heavy Peace
Neil Young
9780670921720 €16.99

Music icon Neil Young tells
the story of his remarkable
career - a kaleidoscopic
view of personal life and
musical creativity. Includes
60 integrated photos from
Young's own collection.

All prices in our Christmas selection are correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change. 
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Angry Baby
Arthur Matthews
9781444743289 €12.99

Follows on from the Angry
Baby’s hugely successful
blog and Twitter feed.
This is a toddler’s take
on Ireland’s economic
meltdown.

Art Book New Edition
Phaidon
9780714864679 €52.00

An accessible, informative and
fun A - Z guide to artists.
Updated and expanded with
100 new works, including
paintings, photographs,
sculptures, video, installations
and performance art.

Book of Everything
Lonely Planet
9781742209630 €18.99

A visual how-to guide for
everything tavel filled
with quirky graphics and
fun facts from the experts
at Lonely Planet.

Brazil
Michael Palin
9780297866268 €31.00

In a new BBC series, Palin
explores, in his inimitable
way, the vast and disparate
nation of Brazil - half a
continent in size and a
potent mix of races, cultures
and religions.

Call the Midwife Companion
Heidi Thomas
9780007490424 €22.99

The real stories, lives and
dramas behind the smash hit
BBC series Call The Midwife
which shows fans how it was
brought to the screen.
Official companion to series 1
and 2.

Chronicles of Downton
Abbey
Jessica Fellowes
9780007453252 €22.99

In a time of change family,
friends and honour matter
more than ever….
It is 1920 and Downton Abbey
is on the brink of a post-war
world. New elements and
intrigues thrive as the old
social binds weaken.

Dark Charisma of Adolf Hitler
Laurence Rees
9780091917647 €17.99

A fascinating exploration of
the character of the most
powerful and destructive
man in history. Accompanies
a new BBC series.

F**K It Therapy
John C Parkin
9781781800010 €13.99

This book guides you through
a six-part process, learning
the principles of F**k It
Training and showing you
how to ease up, let go and
feel the natural flow in your
life.

Food Lovers Guide
Lonely Planet
9781742205946 €37.00

Luxurious hardback gift
book celebrating the great
food experiences of the
world, profiling countries
and regions and packed
with thematic lists, maps
and itineraries.

From the Ground Up
Fionnuala Fallon
9781848891272 €24.99

Whether you have a pot on
a balcony or an acre of
garden, let these gardeners
inspire you to connect with
nature at a deeper level
and truly experience your
garden and food from the
ground up.

Further Adventures of...
Karl Pilkington
9780857868862 €17.99

Everybody’s favourite idiot
is back. Safely home from
his latest travels, Karl has
decided it is time to share
his hard-earned wisdom of
the world.

Great Adventures
Lonely Planet
9781742209647 €37.00

Showcases some of the world’s
most exciting adventure
experiences. This expert
selection includes inspirational
images, detailed background
information and practical
planning tips.

Histories of Nations
Furtado
9780500251812 €32.40

Essays written by a leading
historian as a ‘self-portrait’
of his or her native country,
defining the characteristics
that embody its sense of
nationhood. Representing
28 differnet countries.

History of the World
Andrew Marr
9780230764309 €16.99

From the earliest civilizations
to the twenty-first century, a
global journey through human
history, published alongside a
BBC television series. From the
author of The Diamond Queen.

Inside HBO’s Game of Thrones
Bryan Cogman
9780575093140 €31.00

An essential read for all the
followers of the hugely
successful TV series and books,
it includes full coverage of the
first two series. Series 3 has
been greenlit, causing further
interest in Game of Thrones.
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Irish at Home
Jane & Sarah McDonnell
9780956700513 €35.00

From the modest to the
grand, the period and the
contemporary, the significant
landmark to the off-
thebeaten-track country
cottage, many houses, all
lived in by Irish people, are
the subject of this beautiful
book.

Iron Curtain
Anne Applebaum
9781846146626 €19.99

The first book to tell the
whole story of life accross
Eastern Europe as it
was Stalinised. From the
Pulitzer Prize-winning
author of Gulag.

Isn’t It Well for Ye?
Colm O’Regan
9781848271487 €11.99

Everything you always
wanted to know about the
Irish Mammy . . . but were
too timid to ask, weren't you
pet? From the critically
acclaimed stand-up
comedian, columnist and
broadcaster Colm O’Regan.

Just Getting Started
Justin Bieber
9780007449521 €19.99

Get your backstage pass at
the ready as you go behind
the scenes with Justin Bieber,
in his brand new book – 100%
official – and discover what
life is really like as the
world’s hottest pop star!

Latin for Gardeners
Lorraine Harrison
9781845337315 €14.99

Beautifully illustrated guide
unlocks the mysteries of
botanical Latin explaining
what plant names mean and
the descriptive clues they
conceal.

Lost at Sea
Jon Ronson
9781447223900 €14.99

Frequently hilarious, 
sometimes disturbing, always
entertaining, these compelling
encounters with people on the
edge of madness will have you
wondering just what we’re
capable of.

Neutron Walks into a Bar
Science140
9781444743739 €15.99

Fun, quirky and informative,
this is a collection of facts,
definitions, explanations,
biographies and jokes
guaranteed to quench a
thirst for knowledge,
discovery and humour
that’s out of the ordinary.

On the Map
Simon Garfield
9781846685095 €20.99

On The Map will explain
where we've been, how we
got there and where we're
going. This is a book that
will inspire mapophiles but
engage even those of us
who stare blankly at an OS
pathfinder's hieroglyphs.

Phantom Army of Alamein
Rick Stroud
9781408829103 €20.99

The full story of how some
of Britain's most creative
men put down their brushes,
pencils and cameras to join
the rest of the world in the
fight against the Nazis and
played a vital role in the
winning of the war.

Rock Chronicles
David Roberts
9781844037063 €29.00

Documenting the
development and impact of
250 of the world's most
influential rock acts over the
past fifty years. Unique
visual encyclopedia of rock
and a must-have reference
guide for any serious
music fan.

Shakespears’s Restless...
Neil McGregor
9781846146756 €29.00

Uncovers the extraordinary
stories behind twenty
objects from Shakespeare's
lifetime to re-create his
world and the minds of his
audiences.

Shape of Shit to Come
Alan McArthur
9780007467464 €10.99

We’ve seen the future.
And it’s Shit. Once, we were
promised a sci-fi future that
never arrived. But what if it
really is on the way now?

Star Wars Origami
Chris Alexander
9780761169437 €16.99

36 Amazing Paper-folding
Projects from a Galaxy Far,
Far Away.... What could be
cooler than transforming a
piece of paper into Boba
Fett, Princess Leia, Yoda
or R2-D2?

U2 360°Tour: Official Story
Dylan Jones
9781848093683 €31.00

The official, fully endorsed,
inside story of the biggest
rock tour of all time: U2's
360°. With contributions
from the band and exclusive
photographs, this is a true
collector’s item.

Your Best You
Courtney & Lennon
9780717153930 €16.99

The Off the Rails duo
return with an interactive
workbook: friendly,
accessible, achieveable
advice on looking and
feeling your best.

All prices in our Christmas selection are correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change. 
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1356
Bernard Cornwell
9780007331857 €14.99

Go with God and fight like
the Devil. A fascinating
hero and the pursuit of a
sword with mythical power
from master storyteller
Bernard Cornwell.

100 Names
Cecelia Ahern
9780007350476 €14.99

Thoughtful and unique new
novel from the phenomenally
popular author of PS I Love
You, Time of My Life, Gift
and Thanks for the
Memories.

5 Peppermint Grove
Michelle Jackson
9781842235195 €14.99

Sometimes suburban bliss
isn’t all that it seems! As
Ruth Travers leaves Ireland
for Australia, will there be
more for her to discover than
barbeques and beaches? Like
a long hidden family secret.

Astray
Emma Donoghue
9781447211952 €14.99

Enthralling new collection
of stories from the author
of Room. The characters
that roam the pages of
Emma Donoghue’s latest
fact-inspired fictions have
all gone astray.

Backlash
Lynda La Plante
9780857201843 €14.99

The brilliant new novel
from acclaimed crime
writer Lynda La Plante -
author of Prime Suspect
and Above Suspicion.

Bat
Jo Nesbo
9781846556005 €15.99

The Bat is the legendary
first novel from the worldwide
phenomenon Jo Nesbo, author 
of Headhunters and Phantom.

Black Box
Michael Connelly
9781409134329 €15.99

Harry Bosch returns to the
scene of a twenty-year-old
crime. And suddenly the
past comes back to haunt
him in a way he could
never have imagined.

Bone Bed
Patricia Cornwell
9781408703441 €22.99

Kay Scarpetta as you have
never seen her before - a
must-read for any fans of
the series, or an ideal
starting point for new
readers. From the author
of Red Mist.

Bones Are Forever
Kathy Reichs
9780434021147 €15.99

Gripping new Temperance
Brennan novel from the
world class forensic
anthropologist and Number 1
bestselling author of Bare
Bones and Virals.

Casual Vacancy
J K Rowling
9781408704202 €21.99

A big novel about a small
town, The Casual Vacancy
is J.K. Rowling’s first novel
for adults. It is the work of
a storyteller like no other.

Citadel
Kate Mosse
9781409101284 €15.99

The third heart stopping
adventure exploring the
incredible history, legends
and hidden secrets of
Carcassonne and the
Languedoc.

Dark Water
Helen Moorhouse
9781842235171 €14.99

Gabriel MacKenzie is a man
on the edge. Troubled by the
ghosts he suddenly cannot
see and haunted by one he
can't escape...From the
author of The Dead Summer.

Devil I Know
Claire Kilroy
9780571283422 €14.99

A bold and disturbing novel
of greed and hubris set
against the backdrop of a
brewing international debt
crisis by one of Ireland's
most exciting young writers.

Dominion
C J Sansom
9780230744189 €15.99

The Great Smog. London.
1952. A dense, choking fog
engulfs the city and beneath
it, history is re-written . . .
C. J. Sansom once again
asserts himself as the master
of the historical thriller.

Driving Home for Christmas
Emma Hannigan
9781444743241 €15.99

As the Christmas season
approaches, the Craig
family need to do some soul
searching and what better
place than around the fire at
Huntsbrook House.
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Flight Behaviour
Barbara Kingsolver
9780571290789 €14.99

Suspenseful and brilliant new
novel about catastrophe and
denial. Flight Behaviour is a
captivating, topical and
deeply human story touching
on class, poverty and climate
change.

Grimm Tales
Philip Pullman
9781846140266 €22.99

Pullman has chosen his
fifty favourite stories from
the Brothers Grimm and
presents them in a 'clear
as water' retelling, in his
unique and brilliant style.

House of Memories
Monica McInerney
9780230763012 €14.99

Takes us from Australia to
London, and from the US to
Ireland. The House of
Memories explores how a
family comes together to
help each other overcome
loss and learn to love again.

I Wished For You
Amy Huberman
9781844882328 €14.99

If only Grace could work out
what her heart's greatest
wish really is ...
The eagerly awaited funny,
stylish and romantic follow
up to Hello, Heartbreak.

John Saturnalls Feast
Laurence Norfolk
9781408832479 €15.99

An astounding novel of
seventeeth-century life,
love and war; the story of
an orphan who becomes
the greatest cook of his
age.

Kingmaker’s Daughter
Philippa Gregory
9780857207470 €16.99

Number 1 bestselling author
Philippa Gregory continues
her series, The Cousins'
War, with Jacquetta
Woodville, mother of the
White Queen.

Life
Martina Cole
9780755375585 €17.99

Cole’s gritty and gripping
novel is an unflinching
portrait of a family torn
apart by violence and
betrayal, but ultimately
bound by loyalty and by
blood!

Lifesaving for Beginners
Ciara Geraghty
9780340998304 €15.99

An accident on the motorway.
One woman dies. One woman
lives. Nothing will ever be
the same again. From the
author of Becoming Scarlett
and Saving Grace.

Live by Night
Denis Lehane
9781408703168 €15.99

A powerful, deeply moving
novel, Live by Night is a
tour-de-force by the writer
of TV series The Wire and
author of modern classics
Shutter Island and The
Given Day.

May We Be Forgiven
A M Holmes
9781847083227 €15.99

A darkly comic look at 21st
century domestic life - at
individual lives spiralling
out of control, bound
together by family and
history.

Mystery of Mercy Close
Marian Keyes
9780718176815 €15.99

Marian Keyes returns with a
heartbreaking stunner of a
novel, featuring the Walsh
family, and in particular
private investigator Helen.

NW
Zadie Smith
9780241145555 €14.99

Twenty-first-century London
comes vividly to life in Zadie
Smith's first novel since the
bestselling On Beauty. From
the author of White Teeth
and The Autograph Man.

Oh Dear Silvia
Dawn French
9780718156077 €14.99

The second brilliant novel
from chart-topping author
and comedian Dawn
French. Many secrets
are revealed, and many
truths are told!

Perfect Hope
Nora Roberts
9780749955663 €15.99

Final book in the bestselling
Inn Boonsboro trilogy.
This witty and captivating
novel brings the series to a
triumphant and richly
satisfyting conclusion.

Possible Life
Sebastian Faulks
9780091936815 €15.99

An exhilarating, multilayered
narrative that
explores love, loss and
what makes us human,
from the bestselling author
of A Week in December and
Birdsong.

All prices in our Christmas selection are correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change. 
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Racketeer
John Grisham
9781444729740 €23.99

I did not know Judge Fawcett,
but I know who killed him and
why. I am a lawyer, and I am
in prison. It’s a long story.
From the bestselling author of
Litigators and Theodore
Boone.

Secret Keeper
Kate Morton
9780230762947 €15.99

Shifting between the 1930s,
the 1950s and the present,
The Secret Keeper is a story
of mysteries and secrets,
theatre and thievery,
murder and enduring love.

Shelbourne Ultimatum
Ross O’Carroll-Kelly
9781844882281 €15.99

‘I woke up from a coma to a
country that had changed
beyond recognition. God, I
was only unconscious for
ten days’. Ross's brush with
death makes him a more
caring decent human being
- yeah, roysh!

Silver Threads of Hope
Sinead Gleeson
9781848401815 €14.99

Anthology of short stories in
aid of Console written by
some of Ireland’s most gifted
and best known authors and
edited by Sinéad Gleeson.
Introduction by Anne Enright.

Spinning Heart
Donal Ryan
9781781620076 €15.99

Speaks for contemporary
Ireland like no other novel.
Wry, vulnerable, all-too
human, it captures the
language and spirit of rural
Ireland. Witty, dark and
sweetly poignant.

Testament of Mary
Colm Toibin
9780670922093 €14.99

The moving story of the
Virgin Mary as told by a
novelist famous for writing
brilliantly about the
family. Colm Toibin is the
author of Brooklyn and
The Master.

Tigers in Red Weather
Liza Klaussman
9781447212201 €14.99

Magnificently told by each
of the five characters in
turn, Tigers in Red Weather
is a simmering novel of
passion, betrayal and secret
violence beneath a polished
and fragile facade.

Time Keeper
Mitch Albom
9781847442253 €15.99

The compelling tale of the
first man on earth to count
the hours. The man who
became Father Time. From
the author of Tuesdays
with Morrie and The Five
People You Meet in Heaven.

Twelve
Justin Cronin
9780752897882 €17.99

Death row prisoners with
nightmare pasts and no
future. Until they were
selected for a secret
experiment. To create
something more than
human...

Wanted Man
Lee Child
9780593065723 €17.99

Reacher is back!
With his signature Swisswatch
plotting and heartthumping
suspense, A Wanted Man 
shows Lee Child at his
sublimely skilful best.

Week in Winter
Maeve Binchy
9781409113997 €22.99

Set on the west coast of
Ireland comes a new novel
from Ireland’s bestloved
storyteller. Full of Maeve’s
trademark warmth, humour
and intriguing characters.

What Beomes of the ...
Claire Allan
9781842235140 €14.99

Kitty Shanahan, proprietor
of The Bridal Nook, is very
much in love with love. But
a routine phone-call turns
her seemingly perfect life
on its head. From the author
of If Only You Knew.

Where Have You Been
Joseph O’Connor
9781846555725 €15.99

A powerfully moving,
entertaining and lifeaffirming
collection of stories from the
acclaimed author of Star of
the Sea, Redemption Falls and
Ghost Light.

Winter of the World
Ken Follett
9780230710108 €20.00

Five linked families live out
their destinies as the world
is shaken by tyranny and
war in the mid-twentieth
century. From the author of
Fall of Giants.

Wrath of Angels
John Connolly
9781444756456 €15.99

In the depths of the Maine
woods, the wreckage of an
aeroplane is discovered.
But there are no bodies
and no such plane has ever
been reported missing.
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Cake
Rachel Allen
9780007309054 €29.00

Every home baker dreams of
the perfect cake, a cake
that not only tastes amazing
but works every time, that
will cheer you up on a rainy
Sunday or make someone
feel special on their birthday.

Clodagh’s Kitchen Diaries
Clodagh McKenna
9780857831477 €22.99

Takes you through a cooking
year month by month.
Clodagh’s diary is filled with
wonderful culinary adventures
and tricks of the trade, shared
here for the first time.

Eat Like an Italian
Catherine Fulvio
9780717154678 €19.99

In this mouth-watering book,
Catherine celebrates all that
is great about Italian food
and culture with over 100
new recipes to enjoy la vita
bella.

Fast, Fresh & Easy Food
Lorraine Pascale
9780007489664 €21.99

100 brand new mouth
watering recipes that are
wonderfully quick and easy
to make and bursting with
fresh ingredients.

Gatsby Cocktails

9781849752855 €8.99

The glamour of the cocktail
comes to life in this collection
of authentic recipes from the
20s and 30s; perfect the art of
mixing these period drinks and
celebrate F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
classic novel The Great Gatsby
in true style.

Gordon Ramsay’s Ultimate
Gordon Ramsay
9781444756692 €31.00

Gordon gives home cooks the
desire, confidence and
inspiration to hit the stoves
and get cooking. With over
120 modern, simple and
accessible recipes.

Guilt Free Gourmet
Jordan & Jessica Bourke
9781849752596 €19.99

Collection of mouth-watering
recipes that all avoid using
sugar, wheat or dairy. Proof
that indulgent food can also
be good for you, this book
will demystify healthy
alternatives.

Jamie’s 15 Minute Meals
Jamie Oliver
9780718157807 €30.00

Following 30-Minute Meals,
the best-selling cookbook of
all time, Jamie Oliver
brings us 15 Minute Meals –
delicious, nutritious, superfast
food that’s a total joy
to eat.

Kitchen Diaries 2
Nigel Slater
9780007256037 €35.00

Beautiful and inspiring
companion volume to his
bestselling Kitchen Diaries.
Includes recipes from the
BBC series Simple Suppers
and Simple Cooking.

Lebanese Kitchen
Salma Hage
9780714864808 €39.00

Brings together more than
500 recipes, ranging from
light, tempting mezes to
rich and hearty main
courses. The definitive
guide to traditional cuisine
from Lebanon.

MacNean Restaurant...
Neven Maguire
9780717154395 €24.99

This beutiful book celebrates
the outstanding cooking at
MacNean Retaurant in Cavan.
Includes both sophisticated
and simple dishes with
stunning, mouth-watering
photographs.

Nigellissima
Nigella Lawson
9780701187330 €32.00

Instant Italian inspiration
from international foodie
icon Nigella Lawson –
bestselling author of
Kitchen and Nigella Express.

Sophie Kooks
Sophie Morris
9780717154401 €19.99

No matter how busy your
lifestyle, or how hectic
your day, Sophie shows you
that there is always time to
create something delicious
and nutritious from scratch.

Three Good Things
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall
9781408828588 €29.00

Fearnley-Whittingstall has
worked out the combinations
that make magic. Salty,
sweet, crunchy. Sharp, rich,
crumbly. Hot, bland, crisp.
With sumptuous photography
from Simon Wheeler.

World Atlas of Beer
Webb & Beaumont
9781845336332 €29.00

Covers the beers of over 30
countries and includes full
tasting notes for over 500
international brews - this is
the definitive and essential
guide for every beer lover.

All prices in our Christmas selection are correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change. 
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Bin Weevils
9781447205272 €8.99

Skylanders
9781409391265 €8.99

Moshi Monsters
9781409391029 €8.99

Peppa Pig
9781409313236 €8.99

Hello Kitty
9780007485727 €8.99

Dora the Explorer
9781405264037 €8.99

Simpsons
9781781164488 €8.99

One Direction
9780007487554 €8.99

LEGO
9781409312956 €8.99

Horrid Henry
9781444003475 €8.99

Club Penguin
9781409391067 €8.99

Where’s Wally
9781409309208 €8.99

Top Gear
9781405908450 €8.99

Hunger Games
9781409391777 €8.99

Hobbit
9780007487349 €8.99
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Bob the Builder
9781405263368 €8.99

Octonauts
9781405263399 €8.99

Thomas & Friends
9781405263429 €8.99

Chelsea
9781908925039 €8.99

Arsenal
9781908925008 €8.99

Liverpool
9781908925084 €8.99

Match
9780752227474 €8.99

Manchester United
9781908925107 €8.99

Manchester City
9781908925091 €8.99

All prices in our Christmas selection are correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change. 
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Classic Fairy Tales
Illustrated by Harry Clarke
9780717154081 €16.99

Beloved fairytales are set
alongside Clarke’s beautiful
illustrations to create a
wonderful gift book for
children young and old.

Guess How Much...
Martin Waddell
9781406323108 €14.99

Four new Guess How Much I
Love You stories in one volume
– The Hiding Tree, On Cloudy
Mountain, The Far Field,
Coming Home – featuring
adventurous Little Nutbrown
Hare and wise Big Nutbrown
Hare.

How to Be a World Explorer
Lonely Planet
9781743214091 €15.99

Whirlwind tour of the globe
for 8 to 12 year olds,
seeking out the highest,
deepest, widest, narrowest,
coolest, hottest, scariest,
smelliest...things on the
planet.

LEGO Batman Visual Dictionary
9781409386018 €21.99
LEGO Friends Brickmaster Treasure Hunt
9781409383260       €23.99
LEGO Ninjago Brickmaster - Fight the Power of the Snakes
9781409383253 €23.99

Enter the world of LEGO with this selection of fabulous LEGO
titles – The Batman Visual Dictionary, with its free minifigure,
the Friends Brickmaster set with over 100 bricks and a
minifigure to create your own LEGO world and the Ninjago
Brickmaster set complete with 140 LEGO bricks and two
exclusive Ninjago minifigures.

Matilda’s Cat
Emily Gravett
9780230745377 €12.99

Matilda's cat must like
something! But what? Emily
Gravett has created an
insightful, fond and funny
look at the relationship
between a little girl and
her cat.

Paper Dolls
Julia Donaldson
9780230741089 €12.99

Breathtakingly beautiful
story of one little girl and
her five paper dolls.
A string of paper dolls go
on a fantastical adventure
through the house and out
into the garden.

Pull-Back Busy Train
Usborne
9781409550341 €17.99

An exciting storybook with
a pull-back train toy that
children will love to send
around the tracks again and
again. A book and a toy in
one, this makes a brilliant
gift.

Santa is Coming to Dublin
9781849932028 €5.99
Santa is Coming to Ireland
9781849932998 €5.99
Steve Smallman
Illustrated by Robert Dunn

Beautifully illustrated gift
books that combine history
and fun. Watch Santa arrive
in Ireland and Dublin!

Spellbound
Siobhan Parkinson
9781847801401 €16.99

Eight ancient legends of
Ireland, full of magic and
enchantment for younger
children by acclaimed Irish
writer. Illustrated with
brightly coloured and
decorative paintings.

Superworm
Julia Donaldson
9781407132044 €12.99

Superworm is super-long.
Superworm is super-strong.
Watch him wiggle! See him
squirm! There's no one like
Superworm! If there's a
problem, far or near... Never
fear. Our hero's here!

This is Not My Hat
Jon Klassen
9781406343939 €13.99

From the creator of the
bestselling I Want My Hat
Back comes a second wry
tale. When a tiny fish shoots
into view wearing a round
blue top hat (which happens
to fit him perfectly), trouble
could be following close
behind.

This Moose Belongs to Me
Oliver Jeffers
9780007263875 €13.99

Exquisite new book, featuring
a boy and his moose, from
the internationally
best-selling, prize-winning
picture book creator, Oliver
Jeffers.

Ulchabháin Óga - Owl Babies Martin Waddell
9781406341126 €7.99
Stiúcaí Stiúgtha - Ravenous Beast Niamh Sharkey
9781406341232 €7.99
Ar Strae Beagán - Bit Lost Chris Haughton
9781406341065 €7.99
Tomhais Méid Mo Ghrá Duit/Guess How Much... Sam McBratney
9781406341089 €7.99

Walker Books bring you a collection of four of their best loved
books in the Irish language. For young and old alike!
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Captain Underpants 9
Dav Pilkey
9781407132747 €10.99

In their ninth epic adventure,
George and Harold encounter
a familiar face - Professor
Poopypants! He now goes by
the name Tippy Tinkletrousers
and is out for revenge!

Diary of a Wimpy Kid 7
Jeff Kinney
9780141344980 €14.99

Love is in the air, but what
does that mean for Greg
Heffley? Share in the hilarious
adventures of everyone's
favourite wimpy kid in the
highly anticipated seventh
book in the Diary of a Wimpy
Kid series.

Dirty Bertie 18 Scream
Alan MacDonald
9781847152442 €5.99

Join Bertie as he builds his
very own haunted house,
bites off more than he can
chew during a class outing
to a chocolate factory and
tries his hardest to stay
quiet during a sponsored
silence!

Emerald Star
Jacqueline Wilson
9780857531063 €15.99

The third and final story
featuring the hugely
popular Hetty Feather,
from mega-bestselling
author Jacqueline Wilson.

Four Children and It
Jacqueline Wilson
9780141341439 €14.99

Funny and heartwarming
story of four children who
discover an extraordinary
way to make wishes come
true, inspired by E Nesbit's
classic, Five Children and
It.

Horrid Henry’s Fearsome...
Francesca Simon
9781444006575 €15.99

Full colour bind-up gift book
of four Horrid Henry Early
Reader stories - HH’s Birthday
Party, HH’s Underpants, HH’s
Nits and HH and the Football
Fiend.

How to Seize a Dragon’s
Jewel Cressida Cowell
9781444908794 €6.99

Brand new hilarious Hiccup
adventure in the How to Train
Your Dragon series. Can 
Hiccup find the Dragon Jewel,
mankind’s last and only hope?
And if he does, what will he do
with it?

Leave it to Eva
Judi Curtin
9781847173478 €7.99

Fun, feisty Eva Gordon’s never
been one to shy away from
helping her friends – whether
they want her help or not! –
but this time she might have
found a problem that’s too big
even for her …

Love, Lucie
Marita Conlon McKenna
9780857078339 €10.99

Lucie is the middle child in a
family that has been
devastated by the death of
her mother. A heartbreaking
story of love and loss, told
through Lucie's own letters,
packed with emotion,
humour and hope.

Ratburger
David Walliams
9780007453535 €12.99

Hot on the heels of Gangsta
Granny comes another
hilarious, action-packed and
touching novel - the story of a
little girl called Zoe. From
the author that is being called
‘a new Roald Dahl’, Ratburger
is not to be missed!

Rebecca’s Rules
Anna Carey
9781847173447 €7.99

My name is Rebecca Rafferty,
and there are lots of things
wrong with my life right now.
Rebecca's back in her latest
adventure!

Ruby Redfort Take Your...
Lauren Child
9780007334087 €14.99

Hey, buster! Normal life
is a total yawn. Break out
of boredom and get ready
to meet Ruby Redfort:
code-cracking genius.
Intrepid detective.
Schoolgirl.

Terrible Thing that...
John Boyne
9780857531469 HB €12.99
9780857531476 PB €12.99

From the moment Barnaby
Brocket comes into the
world, it's clear he's anything
but ordinary. To his parents'
horror, Barnaby defies the
laws of gravity - and floats.

Where’s Wally Santa...
Martin Handford
9781406337945 €6.99

Features 24 pages of wintry
sticker-based activities (spot
the differences, jigsaws,
games, mazes, searches and
more) and six sticker sheets
bursting with hundreds of
stickers to complete them.

Who Could That Be at...
Lemony Snickett
9781405256216 €9.99

In a fading town, far from
anyone he knew or trusted,
a young Lemony Snicket
began his apprenticeship in
an organisation nobody
knows about. He began
asking questions that
shouldn't have been on his
mind.
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And Actually...
Denise Deegan
9781444742978 €8.99

Third novel in the series
based around a group of
teenagers in south county
Dublin. The Butterfly
novels are gripping, warm,
heartbreaking and funny.

Arthur Quinn & Fenris Wolf
Alan Early
9781856359986 €8.99

Follow up to the sensational
Arthur Quinn and the World
Serpent: the trickster god
Loki is back, but this time
he has help. Once again,
Arthur and his friends must
save the world!

Cherub 14: Guardian Angel
Robert Muchamore
9781444912739 €12.99

Ryan has saved Ethan’s life
more than once. Ethan thinks
he must be a guardian angel.
But Ryan works for CHERUB,
a secret organisation and his
mission is to destroy Ethan’s
family’s criminal empire.

Debutantes
Cora Harrison
9781447205944 €7.99

Set against the backdrop of
1920s London, Debutantes
is a whirl of jazz, dancing
and parties. Violet, Daisy,
Poppy and Rose Derrington
feature in this gorgeous,
historical romance.

Dodger
Terry Pratchett
9780385619271 €22.99

Dodger is a tosher – a
sewer scavenger living in
the squalor of Dickensian
London. Everyone who is
nobody knows Dodger.
Anyone who is anybody
doesn’t.

Eve and Adam
Michael Grant
9781405264341 €7.99

While recovering from a car
crash, Eve’s boredom leads
her to a new project. Using
an amazingly detailed
simulation, Eve starts
building a boy from the
ground up. Eve is creating
Adam.

Finale
Becca Fitzpatrick
9780857072924 €10.99

Nora is more certain than
ever that she is in love with
Patch. Fallen angel or not,
he is the one for her.The
stunning final instalment in
the bestselling Hush, Hush
sequence....

Heroes of Olympus: Mark...
Rick Riordan
9780141335759 €14.99

The much-awaited third part
in Rick Riordan's number one
series - set in the world of
Percy Jackson.

Oblivion
Anthony Horowitz
9781406340822 €13.99

Having escaped from Hong
Kong, the five gatekeepers
- Matt, Pedro, Scott, Jamie
and Scarlett - are scattered
in a hostile and dangerous
world. Epic fifth and final
instalment in the Power of
Five series.

Rise of Nine
Pittacus Lore
9780141344454 €14.99

In the beginning we were a
group of nine. Nine aliens
who left our home planet
of Lorien when it fell under
attack from the deadly
Mogodorians. I am Number
Six.

Skulduggery Pleasant 7
Derek Landy
9780007480234 €14.99

The seventh instalment in
the biggest, funniest, most
thrilling comedy-horror
adventure series in the
universe.

Spooks: Slither Tale
Joseph Delaney
9780370332185 €11.99

Far from the Wardstone, a
new darkness is rising . . .
The latest chilling tale
from Joseph Delaney - not
to be read after dark!

Street Duty 1
Christopher Ould
9781409547280 €7.99

When a teenager is taken to
hospital following an
accident, an examination of
the unconscious girl reveals
evidence of a disturbing
series of events. Holly Blades
is determined to solve the
case.

Underworld
Meg Cabot
9780330453875 €10.99

Seventeen-year-old Pierce
Oliviera isn’t dead. Not this
time. But she’s been taken
by John Hayden, Lord of the
Underworld, to the place
between heaven and hell
where spirits gather before
their final journey.

Zom-B
Darren Shan
9780857077530 €10.99

Zom-B is a radical new series
about a zombie apocalypse,
told in the first person by
one of its victims. The series
combines classic Shan action
with a fiendishly twisting
plot.

All prices in our Christmas selection are correct at the time of printing but may be subject to change. 
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